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Focus of the studyFocus of the study

Homology vs. AnalogyHomology vs. Analogy
Homology and statistical significanceHomology and statistical significance
Sequence similarity statisticsSequence similarity statistics
Progress in sequence similarity searchingProgress in sequence similarity searching
Evaluating search algorithmsEvaluating search algorithms



IntroductionIntroduction

Emergence of biological sequence Emergence of biological sequence 
comparison programscomparison programs
Inference of homologyInference of homology
Methods of homolog identificationMethods of homolog identification

Sequence Sequence -- sequence alignmentsequence alignment
Sequence Sequence –– profile alignmentprofile alignment
Structural alignmentStructural alignment



Profile MethodProfile Method



Important KeysImportant Keys

SCOP SCOP –– Structural Structural 
Classification Of Classification Of 
ProteinsProteins
CATH CATH -- is a hierarchical is a hierarchical 
classification of protein classification of protein 
domain structures.domain structures.
PDB PDB –– protein protein 
database bankdatabase bank

SCOPSCOP CATHCATH

ClassClass ClassClass
FamilyFamily ArchitectureArchitecture

Super FamilySuper Family TopologyTopology

FoldFold HomologyHomology

Derived from secondary structure content

Orientation of secondary structures

Topological connections and numbers of secondary structures 

Determined by sequence and structural alignment



Homology vs. AnalogyHomology vs. Analogy
Trypsin-like serine protease

Bovine trypsin Streptomyces griseus trypsin S. griseus protease

Viral serine protease
Subtilisin



TrypsinTrypsin--like serine proteases belong to the mainlylike serine proteases belong to the mainly--ΒΒ
class of CATHclass of CATH

Structural similarity (BStructural similarity (B--barrel) among 1abarrel) among 1a--cc

Subtilisin exhibits d/t overall 3D structure with the same 
catalytic function at its active site – Convergent evolution

Inference of homology based on degree of similarity and 
how unlikely that two structures arisen independently

Measure of statistical significanceMeasure of statistical significance



DALI, VAST are structureDALI, VAST are structure--based comparison applicationsbased comparison applications

PSIPSI--BLAST and COMPASS performs sequenceBLAST and COMPASS performs sequence--profile comparisonprofile comparison

SSEARCH  does SSEARCH  does pairwisepairwise sequence alignmentsequence alignment



Sequence similarity statisticsSequence similarity statistics

The need to base the inference of The need to base the inference of 
homology on statisticshomology on statistics
Use of sequence, structure and function to Use of sequence, structure and function to 
determine homologydetermine homology

Accuracy Accuracy 
3030--40% sequence alignment threshold40% sequence alignment threshold
Structure function relationshipStructure function relationship



Progress in sequence similarity searchingProgress in sequence similarity searching

KarlinKarlin--AltschulAltschul algorithm of BLASTalgorithm of BLAST
SmithSmith--Waterman algorithm of SSEARCHWaterman algorithm of SSEARCH
Searching a sequence against sets of Searching a sequence against sets of 
aligned sequencesaligned sequences

Hidden Markov Models (Hidden Markov Models (HMMsHMMs))
Position specific scoring matrices (Position specific scoring matrices (PSSMsPSSMs))
More sensitiveMore sensitive
PFAM PFAM –– Profile databaseProfile database



Evaluating search algorithmsEvaluating search algorithms

Figure 2: Homologous Protein Coverage – SSEARCH (25%), PSI-BLAST (40%)
COMPASS (60%), DALI (98%), VAST (70%).



ConclusionsConclusions

Structural comparison > ProfileStructural comparison > Profile--sequence sequence 
comparison > sequencecomparison > sequence--sequence sequence 
comparison.comparison.
Profile methods are important in Profile methods are important in 
identifying distant relationships.identifying distant relationships.
Excessive similarity (i.e. similar structure, Excessive similarity (i.e. similar structure, 
function and sequence) leads to the function and sequence) leads to the 
inference of homologyinference of homology



Future ImprovementsFuture Improvements

Revise search algorithms to account for Revise search algorithms to account for 
conserved regionsconserved regions
Build superBuild super--supersuper--super computers to run super computers to run 
these database searches. these database searches. 
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